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Confused, Victoria immediately stepped towards the inner stone chamber.
Originally, Meng Changsheng’s stone chamber only had the outer one.
At that time, Meng Changsheng had already started his second 500 years of 
cultivation.
He had already achieved fasting and meditated all day long without needing to 
sleep, eat, or go to the toilet.
After bringing Victoria and Warren back to the cave,
Meng Changsheng used his sword to open two bedrooms for the two of them, as 
well as a kitchen and toilet.
In order to not disturb his practice, Meng Changsheng opened a stone room for 
himself to use for his practice and meditation.
As a result, there were five more stone rooms here.
Victoria looked at all the first four stone chambers.
When she came to the fifth stone chamber, there was no sign of the fifth stone 
chamber.
The original entrance to the fifth stone chamber has now turned into a smooth and 
traceless stone wall.
She touched the smooth stone wall and said: “Master when your time was 
approaching,”
“You called senior and me here to take care of the funeral arrangements.”
“I said a few words from the bottom of my heart in a hurry, and you sent me out 
with the senior,”
“And since then, your stone room has disappeared.”
“At that time, my cultivation was weak, and I couldn’t tell whether this was a blind 
trick or a great supernatural power…”
As she said that, Victoria pulled out a ribbon from her waist and flicked her wrist.
The ribbon instantly became hard and straight, like a long sword made of silk.
This ribbon is Victoria’s magic weapon.
At this moment, the blade of the long sword made a low cry due to resonance.
Victoria pointed the sword at the stone wall, gritted her teeth, and said in a cold 
voice:



“Today, I will destroy your cave to see if you are playing tricks on me!”
Then, she gathered her spiritual energy at the edge of the sword,
And the surging spiritual energy instantly transformed into a fierce offensive,
Slashing towards the hard stone wall in an instant.
Today’s Victoria is no longer the Victoria who was kicked out by Meng Changsheng 
that day.
Now she has successfully opened the Niwan Palace,
And her strength is more than a hundred times stronger than before!
Back then, Meng Changsheng could use his sword to carve out several stone 
chambers in the mountain.
Today, Victoria also has the same confidence and can completely destroy the stone 
walls!
She confidently swung her sword at the stone wall.
She thought she could easily split the stone wall, but she didn’t expect that the 
moment the sword tip struck the stone wall,
The stone wall seemed to be suddenly wrapped tightly by a powerful force,
So much so that as soon as the tip of the sword touched the stone wall, it bounced 
back on the spot!
The extremely strong rebound force was several times the amount of spiritual 
energy Victoria expended when slashing at the stone wall.
It knocked Victoria’s sword away for a moment, and her arm was in excruciating 
pain and she was unable to lift it up.
At this moment, she was horrified!
She didn’t expect that this stone wall, which seemed to have no mystery, could be 
so powerful!
She couldn’t hide her horror and couldn’t help asking herself in her heart:
“Is this the formation left by the Master?!”
Thinking of this, she quickly and respectfully said loudly:
“Master! Disciple Victoria is back to visit Master!”
After finishing, she looked around vigilantly,
I wanted to see if there were any changes.
But what disappointed her was that everything around her was still the same, and 
nothing unusual could be seen.



She secretly thought suspiciously: “The old guy has reached his thousand-year 
lifespan,”
“So he must be dead. There is a high probability that this is the formation he left 
behind,”
“To prevent others from finding his stone chamber and discovering that his death 
was approaching!”
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